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Grade 4
Discovering the Battle of San Jacinto in
Primary Sources
Overview: A New Beginning for Texas

The Battle of San Jacinto was a pivotal moment in Texas
history, but it happened long before anyone alive now was
born. How do historians know what happened during
the battle? One of the major ways is by studying primary
sources, such as letters, journal entries, artifacts, and maps
that were created during the time period they discuss or
Image courtesy of San Jacinto Battlefield State
Historic Site
by people who were involved in the events. In this lesson,
learners explore the Battle of San Jacinto using three primary sources: General Houston’s
Battle Report, “Mexican Account of the Battle of San Jacinto” by Colonel Pedro Delgado,
and Yoakum’s map of the battlefield.

Objectives
•
•
•
•

Sequence five Battle of San Jacinto events in chronological order.
Identify three key locations from the Battle of San Jacinto on a map.
Explain three advantages and disadvantages of using primary sources.
Practice analyzing primary source documents.

Social Studies TEKS
4th Grade: 4.3.A; 4.3.B; 4.3.C; 4.6.A; 4.6.B; 4.19B, 4.21.A, 4.21.B; 4.21.C; 4.21.D; 4.21.E

Additional Discipline TEKS

ELA 4.6.B; 4.6.F; 4.6.G; 4.7.B; 4.7.E; 4.7.G, 4.10.A; 4.13.D

Resources
• Video: San Jacinto Campaign (THC YouTube) https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=CKsSHf5oo-8&feature=youtu.be
• Video: Discovering the Battle of San Jacinto in Primary Sources (THC YouTube)
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jr-ZFzriiJw&feature=youtu.be
• Activity 1: Analyzing a Primary Source
• Resource Link: General Houston’s Battle Report
• Resource Link: Mexican Account of the Battle of San Jacinto
• Activity 2: Mapping the Battle of San Jacinto (Yoakum’s battlefield map)
• Activity Image: Sam Houston’s Copy of His Official Report of the Battle of San Jacinto
• Activity Image: Mexican Account of the Battle of San Jacinto by Colonel Pedro Delgado
• Activity Image: Yoakum’s Battlefield Map
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Vocabulary
audience (AW dee uhns) noun: the people who are listening or reading something
bias (BY uhs) noun: an unfair or unbalanced opinion
cannon (KAA nun) noun: a large, heavy gun usually mounted on a carriage
marsh (marsh) noun: a tract of soft, wet land usually filled with grasses
massacre (MAA suh kur) noun: the act or an instance of killing a number of usually helpless
or unresisting people in a brutal or cruel way
musket (MUH skit) noun: a heavy large-caliber muzzle-loading usually smoothbore shoulder
firearm. In general, it can also mean a shoulder gun carried by infantry
prairie (PREH ree) noun: large open grassland
primary source (PRY meh ree sorss) noun: an immediate, first-hand account of an event,
created by a person who was involved in the event
secondary source (SEH kuhn deh ree sorss) noun: source that is created by someone who
did not directly experience an event; may include quotes from primary sources; cover the
same topic as a primary source, but with an added layer of interpretation and analysis
surrender (sur REN dur) verb: to yield power, control, or possession after a struggle

Historical Context
General Houston’s Battle Report

General Houston wrote his official report of the Battle of San Jacinto on April 25, 1836, four
days after the victory and three days after General Santa Anna was captured and ordered the
remainder of his army to leave Texas. The letter is addressed to David G. Burnett, the interim
president of Texas and someone Houston had a rocky relationship with. Fifteen days earlier,
Burnett had sent Houston a scathing letter, accusing him of being a coward and saying “The
enemy are laughing you to scorn. You must fight them. You must retreat no further. The
country expects you to fight. The salvation of the country depends on your doing so.”
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“Mexican Account of the Battle of San Jacinto” by Colonel Pedro Delgado

Colonel Pedro Delgado was an aide to General Santa Anna during the Texas Revolution.
He was captured at San Jacinto and held as a prisoner of war for nearly a year before being
released. Over half of his 13-page account details his experience as a prisoner of war. The
account was originally written in Spanish, sometime between 1837 and 1849, and was first
published in Memoirs for the History of the War in Texas, General Vicente Filisola’s account of
the Texas Revolution. It first appeared in English in the 1870 edition of the Texas Almanac.
The Almanac’s editors included the following note about the account: “The present account,
by the enemy, contains many exaggerations of the insults and cruelties inflicted upon our
prisoners, but, at the same time, many incidents are truthfully stated which have been
omitted by American writers.” It’s one of the only Mexican accounts of the Battle of San
Jacinto, and certainly the most colorful one.

Yoakum San Jacinto Battlefield Map

This map was drawn by Henderson K. Yoakum for his book History of Texas, published
in 1855. It was one of the earliest published maps of the battlefield and it is one of the
more accurate maps available to historians. Yoakum did not participate at the Battle of
San Jacinto—he didn’t arrive in Texas until 1845—but he created the map based on Sam
Houston’s account and was given a guided tour of the battlefield by Houston himself.
Because it was based on Houston’s recollections of the battle, but not created by a participant
in the battle, Yoakum’s map straddles the divide between being a primary or secondary
source.
The map is uniquely oriented because it was created with the mindset that people would
travel to and view the location within the context of the waterways. West is on the top, east is
on the bottom, north is to the right and south is to the left. The orientation helps the viewer
follow the movements of the battle.

Video: San Jacinto Campaign
10 minutes

This video is a general overview of the San Jacinto campaign and can be used to build context
if the battle has not been covered in previous instruction.
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Video: Battle Report Video and Primary Sources
20 minutes

Introduce the Battle of San Jacinto by playing the Discovering the Battle of San Jacinto in
Primary Sources video. This video introduces General Houston’s battle report as a primary
source and provides an overview of the battle using General Houston’s Battle Report as the
framework. Discussion questions after the video might include:
• What is a primary source? What is a secondary source?
• Is this video considered a primary or secondary source? Why?
• What are the advantages of using a primary source to study history? What are the
disadvantages?
• What are several ways to analyze a primary source?

Activity 1: Analyzing a Primary Source
20 minutes

In this activity, learners analyze General Houston’s Battle Report using the resource link
materials and conversation prompts below. If time permits, have learners use the resource
link materials and conversation prompts to analyze the “Mexican Account of the Battle of
San Jacinto” by Colonel Pedro Delgado.
• Distribute copies of the Battle Report (both the original document and the transcript)
and document analysis worksheets.
• Depending on the number of students, have learners work together or in small
groups to analyze the Battle Report. The National Archive worksheet walks learners
through the initial process of analyzing the document. Questions and conversation
prompts are provided below.
• Spend about ten minutes analyzing the Battle Report. If students are working in
small groups, give each group a chance to discuss what they observed and their
conclusions.
• Depending on time, student reading level and group size, analyze a second primary
source – “Mexican Account of the Battle of San Jacinto” by Colonel Pedro Delgado.
Focus on how this report is different from the Battle Report, even though it’s describing
the same events. Document-specific questions and pointers are listed below.
• Conclusion: Ask students how the primaries sources are different from the account of
the Battle of San Jacinto they read in their textbooks. How are the documents different
from each other? What things were left out? Was anything in your textbook not included
in these reports? Do these sources give you a different view of the Battle of San Jacinto?
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Questions and Conversation Prompts
Which account is easier to read? Why do you think one is easier than the other?
How are the two accounts different? What are two differences between the two accounts?
What are two details that are the same? Why do you think the details are different in the
two accounts?
Can you find an example of bias in this account? Is there bias in General Houston’s Battle
Report?
What is the point of view for each account? How does that create a different version of
the battle?
How does Delgado feel about the Texian army?

Activity 2: Mapping the Battle of San Jacinto
In this activity, learners examine the Yoakum Battleground Map for additional primary
source information.
• Preview the map and document analysis worksheet, or just have a conversation. Questions
and conversation prompts are provided below.
• If possible, have learners explore the “Comparing the San Jacinto Battleground area from
1836 to present” website listed under Additional Resources.
• Hand out the Mapping the Battle of San Jacinto resource.
• Using information from the Battle Report, Delgado’s account, and Yoakum’s map,
have learners use the Location and Event cutouts to label the Battleground Map.
Like historians, learners are using what they learned from the primary sources to create a
secondary source.
Questions and Conversation Prompts
Why do you think Yoakum made this map? What was his motivation?
What type of map is it? What is its purpose? How can it be used? In modern times, who
do you think would use this map and why?
Most modern maps are oriented with the north side at the top. The Yoakum map has the
southwest side at the top. Why do you think Yoakum oriented his map this way? What
does this orientation reveal about how Yoakum envisioned traveling to this location?
Would he have assumed people would come to this area by land or by water? Is the other
map oriented in the same way?
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What do you think about the symbols and labels on these maps? Are they helpful or
confusing? What symbols or labels would you use for a battleground map?
Does color play a role in the understanding of these maps? Can color be used to convey
information? What about shading or text font?
Do these maps have a legend/key, scale, or compass? Do you think they need these
features? Why or why not?
Do you think the names Yoakum includes on the map are the same names that people
back in 1836 would have called the features and places? What about on the other map?
Are the names accurate or do you think it is possible Yoakum might have misnamed some
elements of his map? If the feature labeled on the map is basically correct but has the
wrong name, does the map still provide useful information to the observer? Why or why
not?

Discovering the Battle of San Jacinto in Primary Sources Extensions
San Jacinto Battleground Crossword Puzzles
The San Jacinto Battleground State Historic Site has created a six-lesson curriculum
that use primary sources to study the Battle of San Jacinto and the Texas Revolution.
For a copy of the complete curriculum, contact our education staff at san-jacintobattleground@thc.texas.gov.

Additional Resources
“How to Teach Students to Identify Bias in a Primary Source” by Kevin Gregory
https://blog.socialstudies.com/how-to-teach-students-to-identify-bias-in-a-primarysource
General Houston’s Battle Report, full version https://www.tsl.texas.gov/treasures/
republic/san-jacinto/report-01.html
“Mexican Account of the Battle of San Jacinto” by Colonel Pedro Delgado, full version
(p.41-53) - https://texashistory.unt.edu/ark:/67531/metapth123775/
Comparing the San Jacinto Battleground area from 1836 to present
http://tpwd.maps.arcgis.com/apps/Compare/storytelling_compare/
indexhtml?appid=3cde3394c71940fd96cdeceb4e2be87d
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Activity Image: Sam Houston’s Copy of His Official Report
the Battle of San Jacinto (pg. 1)
Texas State Library and Archives Commission
https://www.tsl.texas.gov/treasures/republic/san-jacinto/report-01.html
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Activity Image: Sam Houston’s Copy of His Official Report
the Battle of San Jacinto (pg. 2)
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Activity Image: Sam Houston’s Copy of His Official Report
the Battle of San Jacinto (pg. 3)
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Activity Image: “Mexican Account of the Battle of San
Jacinto” by Colonel Pedro Delgado (pg. 1)
University of North Texas Libraries, The Portal to Texas History
https://texashistory.unt.edu/ark:/67531/metapth123775/
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Activity Image: “Mexican Account of the Battle of San
Jacinto” by Colonel Pedro Delgado (pg. 2)
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Activity Image: “Mexican Account of the Battle of San
Jacinto” by Colonel Pedro Delgado (pg. 3)
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Activity Image: “Mexican Account of the Battle of San
Jacinto” by Colonel Pedro Delgado (pg. 4)
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Activity Image: Yoakum’s Battlefield Map
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